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Heavy commercial Expona Flow PUR sheet vinyl flooring from Polyflor was recently installed in the School of Life Sciences building at the University of Nottingham to help create a striking break out area for students to relax, work and grab a snack in between lectures.

Around 300m² of Expona Flow high design vinyl flooring was installed by local flooring contractor Derbyshire Floorcraft Ltd in the Life Sciences building’s vending machine lounge. The bold and graphic Firelight design was chosen from the Infinity collection within the Expona Flow product range by main contractor Petric Contracts.

This abstract design gives the effect of endless wood, featuring contrasting warm orange and cool blue tones in a linear design which perfectly complement the newly refurbished lounge’s dark blue walls and orange furniture.

The Estates department at the University of Nottingham commented, “We’re really happy with the finished look that has been achieved in the Life Sciences vending lounge with help from Expona Flow flooring. The design has an energy and vibrancy which we hope our students will enjoy and will help motivate them during a long day of lectures.”